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amoena) (109 pp.)
Director: Erick P. Greene
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In laboratory settings, birds preferentially learn song from tutors with whom
they can interact socially. Some birds can even be taught to sing allospecific
songs by a live tutor. However, few studies have examined song learning in
free- living birds, and thus it is not known if laboratory studies are
representative. I evaluated two hypotheses of the proximate cues for choosing
a song tutor in free- living Lazuli Buntings (Passerina amoena) in Western
Montana: female acquisition hypothesis: yearlings copy the song of the first
neighboring bird to pair with a female; social interaction hypothesis: yearlings
preferentially copy the song of the bird with whom they aggressively interact
most intensely.
I recorded the levels of countersinging, fighting and chasing among eighteen
wild yearling Lazuli Buntings and their conspecific neighbors. I found that most
early arriving birds copied the song of a neighbor before that neighbor had
paired with a female, and in some cases even before female birds had arrived
on the study area. Furthermore, late arriving birds do not seem to preferentially
select tutors that have paired with a female. I found that yearling buntings tend
to copy the songs of a highly interactive neighbor, often the bird with whom they
interact the most. In situations where no one neighbor is significantly more
aggressive than other neighbors, buntings are more likely to incorporate parts
of songs from several neighbors.
I also examined if yearling buntings preserve the reiative position of the
copied syilables in their own songs. The relative positions of syllables within the
songs of yearling buntings were compared with the relative positions of
matching syllables within the songs of their tutors. I found that yearling buntings
preserved the relative positions of syllables copied from the songs of tutors.
This pattern was observed whether birds copied syllables from one or several
different tutors.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction

Overview of Song Development
Bird song has fascinated humans for centuries. It has inspired poetry,
religious philosophy, music, and scientific inquiry. In the 18th century,
ornithologists began investigating the function of song and the mechanisms by
which birds learn to sing. Through careful observation and experimentation, we
now know much about the role of song in bird behavior and ecology. Song
development also has been studied, but many aspects of the specific
mechanisms by which most birds learn to sing their songs are still unknown.
Understanding these mechanisms provides an exciting window into learning in
animals and may further our understanding of human speech development.

Functions of Bird Song
Birds of both sexes produce a wide variety of calls that serve many purposes
such as warning other birds, facilitating flocking or group foraging, or begging
for food. In most species of songbirds, however, only males sing. Males
primarily use song to establish territories, attract mates, stimulate and
coordinate reproductive behavior with mates, and maintain pair bonds
(Kroodsma and Byers 1991).
Song is important in territorial defense. Red-winged Black birds (Agelaius
phoenicus) with punctured air sacs exhibit increased rates of territorial
infringement by neighbors and decreased territory size until the air sacs heal
(Smith 1979). Additionally, song may be used to demonstrate social status to
other males (Rohwer 1975). Song also attracts female birds and stimulates
1

reproductive behavior. Female Pied Flycatchers (Ficeduta hypoleuca) are more
attracted to nest boxes near which songs are played than to those without song
(Lundberg and Alatalo 1992). Similarly, females of many species will solicit
copulation in response to playbacks of conspecific male song (Searcy and
Marler 1981, West et al. 1981, Searcy et al. 1982, Catchpole et al. 1984). Other
reproductive behavior such as nest building is also stimulated by song
(Kroodsma 1976).
Song may provide the female with Important information about the quality of
males such as age, territory quality, degree of future male parental Investm ent,
area of hatching, or social status . For instance, songs of After Second Year
(ASY) Lazuli Buntings (Passerina amoena) are longer, more complex, and
more similar from song to song and throughout the year than those of Second
Year (SY) birds (Greene unpublished). Yellow-bellied Sunbirds (Nectarinia
venusta) defending high quality territories (supplemented with sugar) have
different song structures than birds defending low quality territories (Pfiumm et
al. 1984). Similarly, male Stonechats (Saxicola torquata) with high rates of
singing are more likely to feed nestlings and defend the nest than are males
with lower rates of singing (Grieg-Smith 1982). Moreover, White-crowned
Sparrows (Zonotrichia albicollis) sing dialects that reflect their natal area or first
breeding territory (Marler and Tamura 1962, Baker 1982, Baptista et al. 1988).
Finally, Brown-headed Cowbirds (Molothrus ater) signal social dominance by
including certain phrases in their songs (West et al. 1981).

The Evolution of Bird Song
“Amongst birds, the contest (of sexual selection) is often of a more
peaceful character. All those who have attended to the subject,
believe that there is the severest rivalry between males of many
species to attract by singing the females... I can see no good
reason to doubt that female birds, by selecting, during thousands
of generations, the most melodious or beautiful males, according
to their standard of beauty, might produce a marked effect.*’
Charles Darwin - 1859
The strong potential effects of sexual selection on bird song are
demonstrated In experiments showing that females prefer certain aspects of
song independent of the males singing them. These aspects increase a male’s
chance of breeding (Searcy and Anderson 1986, Catchpole 1987). Captive
female Brown-headed Cowbirds solicit copulations in response to playbacks of
song by dominant males more strongly then they do to playbacks of song by
subordinate males (West et al. 1981). Similarly, captive female Sedge
Warblers (Acrocephalus schoenobaenus) are more stimulated by playbacks of
large song repertoires than small repertoires (Catchpole et al. 1984). In the
field, females of this species pair earlier with males with large repertoires than
they pair with males with small repertories (Catchpole 1980).

Innate and Learned Components of Song Development
Some species of sub-oscine and non-passerine birds instinctively sing
normal adult songs. Tyrant flycatchers, domestic fowl, and doves hatch with the
“instructions’* to produce normal adult songs or vocalizations (Konishi and
Nottebohm 1969, Kroodsma 1984). However, oscines require some degree of
learning in order to sing normal adult songs (Kroodsma 1982). Oscines raised
in acoustic isolation develop abnormal songs (Baptista and Petrinovich 1984).
Even among birds that learn song, certain aspects of song development are
3

innate. Birds preferentially learn the song of their own species. Naive birds
exposed to playbacks of different species will select and copy conspecific songs
(Marler and Peters 1977, 1987). In some species, individual birds have unique
songs. Even though songs are not the same for all individuals, they still have
features that identify them as songs of that species. Thus a bird's song may be
different than all other conspecifics in its area, yet still be identifiable as a
member of that species to other birds and to human observers.

Timing of song iearning
The two step model of song learning
Research on song development has shown that sub-oscines are highly
receptive to learning song at some times and not at others. Sub-oscines
appear to pass through two stages of song development. The first is model
acquisition in which they memorize elements of songs. The second is model
imitation in which they rehearse until their voice matches that of the memorized
model (Konishi 1965). This pattern of song development has been extensively
studied in captivity with White-crowned Sparrows (Konishi 1965, Marler 1970,
Baptista and Petrinovich 1984, Baptista 1988), Chaffinches (Fringilla coelebs)
(Thorpe 1958), Zebra Finches (Taeniopygia guttata) (Immelmann 1969) and
Swamp Sparrows (Metospiza georgiana) (Marler and Peters 1982). The
stages of song development may occur at different times or may overlap in
these species (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: Relationship between model acquisition and model imitation in two agelimited learners. Blue color denotes model acquisition, yellow denotes model
imitation and green denotes temporal overlap. The thickness of the colored
area approximates the amount of learning taking place on different days.
Phases of song learning overlap in many species such as the Zebra Finch but
are temporally distinct in the Swamp Sparrow (After Nottebohm 1993).

Birds seem to be particularly open to model acquisition early in their
development. This stage of development is called the sensitive period (also,
sensitive phase or critical period). The sensitive period can be very short, and
abnormal song may develop if no model songs are heard during this time

(Marier 1970, Petrinovich 1985, Payne 1981). Birds exposed to taped song
after the sensitive period will develop abnormal songs similar to birds raised in
acoustic isolation (Thorpe 1958, Marler 1970, Marler and Peters 1987).
The sensitive period can be extended by exposing young birds to live tutors,
as opposed to taped songs (Baptista and Petrinovich 1984, 1986). Most of the
research to date has been performed In the laboratory, so we know little about
the process of song development in wild birds. Critical tests of sensitive periods
in wild birds are necessary to bridge this gap (Nottebohm 1993).
Age-limited vs. Open-ended Learning
Based upon timing and pattern of development, song learning has been
classified into two main categories; age-limited and open-ended learning
(Nottebohm 1993). Age-limited learners (Figure 1) acquire models and develop
their songs through imitation before they are sexually mature. Open-ended
learners, such as the Canary (Serinus canarius) may also develop song before
sexual maturity but then continue to acquire new syllables and change their
songs (Fig. 2)

Canary

I--------------------- 1------------------------ 1------------------------ r

Hatch

1

2

3

Age in Years
Fig. 2: Song Development in an open-ended learner: Shaded areas represent
the development of new syllables. Adult males develop new syllables through
“plastic song” every year and sing a different song every breeding season. The
thickness of the colored area approximates the amount of learning taking place
at different times. (After Nottebohm 1993)

A Comparison of Laboratory and Field Studies
“The sensitive period for song learning should be treated as a
hypothesis... Observations with captive individuals seldom cover
all the natural contingencies that might affect the outcome of a
learning opportunity. In addition, 'sensitive periods’ that may
occur under laboratory conditions need not necessarily occur in
nature. Ideally, one should gather lots of data on the onset and
termination of song learning in individually marked free-ranging
individuals.” (Nottebohm 1993)
Most of what we know about bird song development is the result of research
with captive birds in laboratory environments. In the laboratory, researchers are
able to control many of the variables that could effect song development. For
example, the exact age of experimental birds can be determined by hatching
eggs in an incubator or watching a female lay eggs. Temperature and light (day
length) can be kept constant or otherwise controlled and recorded. Researchers
can determine the degree of isolation or social interaction that each bird will
experience. Food and habitat quality can also be manipulated by
experimenters. Furthermore, researchers can control the range of tutors that a
naive bird will be exposed to. Finally, it is possible to automate systems to
record every song that a bird sings as it develops.
However, laboratory conditions are always different than those conditions
that wild, free living birds will experience. Unless it is very carefully controlled,
artificial lighting will not match the full spectrum of sunlight nor the day length
patterns found in natural conditions. This is important because the intensity of
light may be a cue for birds to begin singing and day length may stimulate
hormonal activity that also stimulates song. The habitat is different than that in
which the bird evolved. Opportunities for social interaction, exercise, exposure
to natural stresses, and forces of selection are also limited in laboratory
environments. It is quite possible that birds in laboratory environments would

respond differently than wild, free living birds. Recordings of bird song (as
opposed to interactions with live tutors) have been used in many laboratory
experiments, and birds respond differently to recorded song than to live tutors
(Baptista and Petrinovich 1984, 1986; Baptista 1988; Kroodsma and Pickert
1984).
Some researchers have analyzed song development in free living birds.
The results of field studies can be more difficult to analyze because many
variables cannot be controlled. In addition, there are not many studies on free
living birds and these studies have looked at few species and represent few
examples from several different song learning behaviors. For example, some
work has been done with the Song Sparrow (Melospiza melodia) (Beecher et
al. 1994), a species that sings a song repertoire; Field Sparrow (Nelson 1992),
a species that sings two song types; White-crowned Sparrow (Baptista and
Morton 1988, DeWolfe et al. 1989), a species that has song dialects over large
geographic areas; and Indigo Bunting (Passerina cyanea) (Payne 1981, 1983,
1993), a species in which individual birds sing distinct songs and in which
microgeographic dialects may form.
Observations of captive birds may not be directly transferable to birds in the
wild. For example, wild Song Sparrows differ from the behavior of captive birds
in three important ways. First, wild Song Sparrows more faithfully reproduce
the songs of their tutors than do captive birds. Second, unlike captive birds,
wild Song Sparrows tend to copy the songs that are shared by several tutors.
Finally, wild birds actively sample the songs of several tutors; this has not been
tested in laboratory situations which often involve the use of only one tutor.

8

Parallels between the Development of Human Speech and Bird
Song
Birds and humans both exhibit highly developed vocal learning; several
analogies between bird song development and human speech development
are of interest. These parallels include similarities between babbling in infants
and subsong In birds, neural laterization of speech and song, the presence of a
sensitive phase in speech and song learning, and the importance of social
interaction in both speech and song development (Pepperberg 1988).
Similarities can even be seen between such complex vocal behaviors as use of
borrowed words in bilingual humans and incorporation of allospecific syllables
in birdsong (Pepperberg and Neapolitan 1977). Research methodologies used
in human speech development are beginning to be used in analysis of bird
songs (Pepperberg and Neapolitan 1977, Pepperberg and Schinke-LIno 1989,
Pepperberg 1985). Similarly, study of bird song development may clarify or
provoke investigation of aspects of human speech learning (Glass and Holyoak
1986).
The two hemispheres of the human brain are responsible for different
activities and functions. Human speech is primarily controlled in the left
hemisphere of the brain. This may have evolved because speech requires
specific and complex patterns of brain activities that are not well suited for other
activities (Sever 1975, Leavy 1977). Birds show similar brain laterization. In
Chaffinches and Canaries, song is processed in the left hemisphere. However,
Zebra Finch song is processed on the right side of the brain (see review in
Nottebohm 1993). The two hemispheres may also be involved in different
aspects of recognizing the songs of neighboring birds (Cynx et al. 1992).
Humans learn language relatively early in life; from sometime in infancy
through puberty (Glass and Holyoak 1986). This may be due to a genetically
9

determined critical period In which humans are particularly predisposed to
learning language. An alternative hypothesis is that humans spend more time
trying to learn to speak early in life than they do trying to learn a second
language as an adult.

Social Tutors and Song learning
Birds whose songs are copied are called social tutors (birds that copy the
songs of other birds are called students). One aspect of song learning research
has focused on how and when songs are copied and why some tutors are
copied while other potential tutors are not copied. Different species choose
social tutors in different ways. Tutors could be selected randomly or could be
chosen by criteria that either have an adaptive significance or are neutral with
respect to the fitness of the bird which is learning to sing.

Why Choose A Social Tutor?
Because oscines learn how to sing their songs from other birds (Kroodsma
1982), they must choose one or several social tutors. Bird song can convey
complex information, so birds may have to be selective about which birds they
choose as a social tutor. Choice of social tutors may reflect pressures from
sexual selection. Similarly, interactions with other males such as deceptive
mimicry and signals of subordinance or aggression may affect choices of social
tutors.
1)

Sexual Selection: Females of some species of oscines show

preferences for certain characteristics of bird songs (described earlier). Young
male birds may be able to perceive the same cues that females use to
discriminate between songs, and hence be able to select social tutors that
display song characteristics that are attractive to females.
10

2) Deceptive Mimicry: Birds have the ability to discriminate the different
songs of birds in their neighborhoods (Dhondt and Lambrechts 1992). If a bird
copies the song of an aggressive neighbor, it may benefit from being associated
with that song. If other birds mistake the singer for the original aggressive male,
or associate that song with a strongly aggressive encounter, they may avoid the
singer or be less inclined to test its aggressive response (Payne 1982, 1983,
Beecher et al. 1994). McGregor and Krebs (1984) discuss problems with the
deceptive mimicry hypothesis.
3) Subordinance Signal: Song copying may signal subordination or lower
social status to the tutor. Delayed plumage maturation may reduce
aggressiveness toward younger birds (Lyon and Montgomerie 1986). Song
may serve a similar role. By excluding specific phrases from their songs.
Brown-headed Cowbirds can avoid higher levels of aggression (West et al.
1981a). Song copying could serve a similar role in relation to the bird being
copied.
4) Aggression Signal: Some birds with song repertoires use the song that
most closely matches the song of a neighbor in aggressive countersinging
matches (Lemon 1968, 1974, Krebs et al. 1981, Slater 1981, Falls et al. 1982).
Hence, song copying could be a sign of increased aggression toward the tutor
and be useful in establishing territorial boundaries.

How Social Tutors are Chosen
Birds may initially acquire and rehearse several songs and then select a few
songs to use in the crystallized song, a process called selective attrition (Marler
and Peters 1982b, DeWolfe et al. 1989, Nelson 1992). Alternatively, birds may
select the song of a single tutor and rehearse it until a crystallized song is
developed.
11

The timing of song tutor choice varies among species. Birds may acquire
their songs, perhaps from their fathers, before dispersal from the breeding
grounds in their first year. If these birds return to their natal area or floater range
to breed the next year, we should observe clusters of birds with shared songs
(Marler and Tamura 1962, Nottebohm 1970, Cunningham and Baker 1983,
Beecher et al. 1994, Mann and Slater 1994). Juvenile White-crowned Sparrows
can learn new songs after dispersing from their natal area (DeWolfe et al.
1989). Indigo Buntings acquire songs even later in their development, after
their dispersal to breeding grounds in their second year (Payne, 1981, 1993).
Payne (1993) summarized the hypotheses about the methods by which
birds choose a social tutor. These include hypotheses that there is no relation
between the expected fitness of potential tutors and tutor selection
(nonadaptive) and hypotheses that tutor selection is based upon the expected
or actual fitness of a tutor (adaptive). Because of the diversity of song learning
behaviors, we expect that different species will respond to different cues.
Additionally, possible cues may include one or several of these mechanisms for
any one species. Determining what cues are used to select a social tutor is
further complicated because the cues themselves probably are strongly
intercorrelated. The tutor may be the brightest, most aggressive bird with the
largest territory and may have attracted a mate before his neighbors; however,
the student probably does not use all of those factors as cues.

Nonadaptive Hypotheses
Tutor choice could be made on the basis of information that does not reflect
fitness of the tutor. Selection of a social tutor may be made randomly, by
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copying the first bird encountered during the model acquisition stage of song
development, or by copying the most common song in their area.
1) Random selection: Birds may not use any cues at all to choose a social
tutor, randomly selecting the song of one or more birds heard during their
acquisition period. Under random selection, any conspecific with whom the
receptive bird comes in contact would be equally likely to be chosen as a tutor.
2) First come- first copied: Birds may simply copy the first bird that they
encounter when they are in the song acquisition stage. This may not coincide
with their arrival at the breeding grounds.
3) Most common song: Students may also copy the most common song
type in their neighborhood. Just as females in leks may choose males based
partially upon the choices of other females (Gibson and Jacob 1992), students
may select a potential tutor by accepting the convention of the local population.
Adaptive Hypotheses
Birds that are learning to sing may evaluate the potential reproductive
success of birds in their area and copy the one perceived to be the most fit or to
meet a minimum standard (Payne 1993). This assessment of breeding
success could be based upon actual (demonstrated) or predicted measures of
fitness. Cues that could be used to determine fitness include:
1) Early arrival at breeding grounds: If birds copy the first conspecifics
encountered on the breeding grounds, early arriving males would have greater
chances of being selected as a tutor than late arriving males. Birds arriving on
the breeding grounds early may have better chances of establishing territories
in high quality habitat and defending them from late arrivals, if so, arrival time
would provide naive birds with a very early gauge of potential fitness. If early
arrival is ultimately related to breeding success, this hypothesis would be
13

considered an adaptive hypothesis. This would be useful for birds that need to
quickly develop songs before a rapidly approaching breeding season.
However, if early arrival did not result in any fitness consequences, this cue
would be considered nonadaptive;
2) Pairing Date: Birds that pair with a female early in the season quickly
demonstrate that they are attractive to females;
3) Nesting Date: Birds that nest early in the season demonstrate potential
fitness;
4) Breeding Success: Birds that mate with females early in the breeding
season or with multiple partners demonstrate that they are attractive to females;
5) Plumage: Plumage may give information about the age, health and
genetic quality of a bird. In some species, birds that have bright or symmetrical
plumage are preferentially chosen as mates by female birds (Moller 1990,
Swaddle and Cuthill 1994);
6) Territory Quality: The ability to defend resources from neighboring birds
is critical to mating success (Catchpole et al. 1985). Territory quality may be
easily assessable by students as well as females; and
7) Social Interaction: Heightened aggression may demonstrate the
resource holding potential of a neighboring bird. It increases the number of
times in which that neighbor's song is heard by a student and increases
interaction with that neighbor. Interaction levels, aggression, and singing
frequency (Baptista and Petrinovich 1986, Payne 1981, Nelson, 1992) are traits
that are easily assessable by a student. I describe research relevant to the
social interaction hypothesis in more detail below.
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Social interaction
Social interaction may serve as a eue for model selection in birds. Song or
"language" development in oscines and parrots, song matching, and the
extension of the sensitive period in song development with a live tutor
demonstrate the relation of song learning and social interaction.
Social Interaction and Model Selection
Social interaction (particularity aggressive interaction) influences song
learning in captive birds. Captive young Zebra Finches copy the song of the
bird that is the most aggressive toward them (Clayton 1987). Similarly, first year
Indigo Buntings copy the songs of the birds with whom they interacted the most
by chasing and perch displacements (Payne 1981). However, intense
aggression in captivity can inhibit normal song development (Casey and Baker
1993). African Gray Parrots (Psittacus erithacus) will not learn elements of
human speech from videos and tapes, but will learn from live interactive human
tutors (Pepperberg 1993). Field studies support the hypothesis that birds copy
interactive neighbors: Field Sparrows (Spizella pusilla) copy the song of the
neighbor who sings the most (Nelson 1992).
Although, birds innately prefer to learn conspecific song, they can be taught
to sing the song of another species if allowed to interact with a live singing
male, even though they are able to hear conspecific song (Baptista and
Petrinovich 1986, Petri novich 1985, 1988). Strong aggressive social interaction
may be an important factor in choosing a social tutor.

Extension of the Sensitive Period
Birds that can interact socially with a potential tutor can learn songs even
after their sensitive period to taped songs. When exposed to taped songs,
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naive White-crowned Sparrows learn songs played from day 10 to 50 (with
most of the learning happening from day 10 to 30) but do not learn songs
played after that date. Birds exposed to live tutors will learn songs after day 50
but not after day 100 (Baptista and Petrinovich 1984, 1986, Baptista 1988), (Fig.
3). This demonstrates that social interaction affects the ability of birds to learn
song and suggests that it may serve as a cue to choosing a social tutor.
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Fig. 3: Sensitive period of the White-crowned Sparrow: (From Baptista and
Petrinovich 1986).

Matched Countersinging
Birds with repertoires of songs often match a neighbor’s song with the song
from their own repertoire that most closely resembles the song of that neighbor
(Hinde 1958, Lemon 1974, Krebs et al. 1981, Slater 1981, Falls et al. 1982,
Stoddard et al. 1992). This behavior is called matched countersinging. Song
matching may direct a territorial message to the bird being copied (Brémod
cited in Armstrong 1973) or serve as a warning that the territorial contest may
escalate to physical combat (Krebs et al. 1981).
Birds that do not sing repertoires may use their initial selection of a social
tutor for purposes similar to matched countersinging. If matched countersinging
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specially directs a song to one neighbor, copying the song of a particularly
aggressive neighbor may enable a yearling to better defend Its territory from
that neighbor. Similarly, copying a neighbor's song may signal willingness by
the yearling to engage the tutor in fights over territory.

Overview of Relevant Lazuli Bunting Ecology
Lazuli Buntings {Passerina amoena) are migratory oscines that breed
throughout the western United States and south-western Canada. Buntings
represent an ideal species for studying song development because they have
unusually delayed song development (relative to most oscines), they sing
individually distinct songs, they may copy the songs of more than one social
tutor, and they exhibit delayed plumage maturation making It possible to
distinguish yearling birds (hereafter referred to as second-year or SY birds)
from birds that are two years old or older (hereafter referred to as after secondyear or AS Y birds).
Lazuli Buntings have a delayed period of song learning, usually developing
crystallized songs on the breeding ground as in SYs (Greene and Müether
unpublished). SY buntings arrive on the breeding grounds in the spring with
short, simple songs. Sequential songs of newly arrived birds tend to show great
variation between songs, both in the structure of individual syllables and in the
sequence of syllables within a song. These songs are called uncrystallized or
plastic song. Buntings appear to simultaneously acquire and imitate models on
the breeding ground shortly after arrival (Greene unpublished). Within a short
period of time, these uncrystallized songs develop in complexity and length and
then crystallize as songs similar to those of adults. Crystallized syllables of the
same type in sequential songs are, similar to each other, consistent in number,
17

and in the same order relative to other syllables within each song. Within this
general pattern we observe great diversity of song development among
individual buntings. We do not yet know the range and extent of the variation of
timing and methods by which buntings crystallize their songs.
Some species of oscines sing similar song types or dialects over a large
geographic area (Baptista 1977, Mundinger 1982). With the exception of SYs
copying the complete song of a neighboring bird, buntings sing unique songs
(Fig. 4). However, song copying can result in microgeographic dialects or song
neighborhoods. Even when birds share one or more common syllables,
detailed acoustic analysis of individual syllables reveal subtle differences
between each bird's version of the same syllable. In spite of the individual
differences between songs, most songs have characteristics typical of Lazuli
Bunting song. This allows experienced birders to identify the songs of buntings
in the field even though they are not all the same. Bunting songs commonly
contain repeated syllables and usually end with highly modulated buzzes and
beeps (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4: Songs of four Lazuli Buntings from Mount Sentinel showing differences
in frequency, syllable structure, length and sequence of syllables.
Like other oscines. Lazuli Buntings learn songs from social tutors. Buntings
sometimes copy the complete song of a neighboring bird but also often splice
together syllables from the songs of different neighbors to make a unique
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composite song. Songs of SY buntings can be compared with the songs of
neighbors, or potential tutors, to determine which birds transmitted syllables of
their songs. The same variables that are used to tell the songs of different
individuals apart: frequency, syllable structure, length, and sequence of
syllables, can also be used to identify copying events (Fig. 5). For this study I
define neighbors as all birds possessing neighboring territories (birds that sing
within human hearing of the SY s territory), within human hearing of an area
that the SY was known to have previously occupied or with whom the SY was
known to have interacted with during the breeding season. I will give a detailed
description of the protocol for determining which syllables are copied in the
methods section of Chapter 2.
Local dialect groups may form when several SYs copy the same song type.
These groups seldom contain more than five birds. These groups appear to be
temporary, forming one year and dispersing within the study area or
disappearing entirely the next.
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Fig. 5; Matched syllables can be identified by comparing the frequency,
syllable structure, length, and sequence of syllables of the SY s song with those
of neighboring birds. Note that the SY s song at the bottom corresponds closely
to the song of the model directly above it and shares no exact syllables with the
songs of the other two neighboring birds.
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Chapter 2: Social interactions, mate
choice by females, and song learning in
yearling Lazuli Buntings
Abstract
In laboratory settings, birds preferentially learn song from tutors with whom
they can Interact socially. Some birds can even be taught to sing allospectfic
songs by a live tutor. However, few studies have examined song learning in
free- living birds, and thus it is not known if laboratory studies are
representative. I evaluated two hypotheses of the proximate cues for choosing
a song tutor in free- living Lazuli Buntings (Passerina amoena) in Western
Montana: female acquisition hypothesis: yearlings copy the song of the first
neighboring bird to pair with a female; social interaction hypothesis: yearlings
preferentially copy the song of the bird with whom they aggressively interact
most intensely.
I recorded the levels of countersinging, fighting and chasing among
eighteen wild yearling Lazuli Buntings and their conspecific neighbors. I found
that most early arriving birds copied the song of a neighbor before that neighbor
had paired with a female, and in some cases even before female birds had
arrived on the study area. Furthermore, late arriving birds do not seem to
preferentially select tutors that have paired with a female. I found that yearling
buntings tend to copy the songs of a highly interactive neighbor, often the bird
with whom they interact the most. In situations where no one neighbor is
significantly more aggressive than other neighbors, buntings are more likely to
incorporate parts of songs from several neighbors.
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Introduction
Lazuli Buntings may choose a social tutor for song learning using several
possible cues. Buntings may copy their father’s song (Payne 1987, 1991), the
song of the male with the brightest plumage, or the song of the bird assessed to
be the most fit or potentially fit by evaluating early nesting, breeding success
(number of fledglings produced) or annual survival of neighboring males
(Payne and Payne 1993). Conversely, they may simply copy the song of the
first bird that they encounter, the most common song in the area, or random
songs (Payne and Payne 1993). Social interaction may also serve as a cue for
song learning (Payne 1981,1983)
Copying a father's song is probably not the mechanism that causes song
matching in buntings. Congeneric Indigo Buntings (Passerina cyanea) do not
tend to copy the song of their father (Payne 1987). Furthermore, for such
vertical transmission to result in neighboring birds sharing songs, yearling birds
would have to return to their natal area as SYs. This has not been studied in
Lazuli Buntings, but Indigo Buntings do not return to their natal area to breed
(Payne 1991).
Payne and Payne (1993) found that random song transmission, most
common song type, early nesting, breeding success, and annual survival were
not significantly correlated with song transmission in Indigo Buntings. Plumage
brightness was significant on one study area but not on the second. Arrival date
was significantly correlated with song transmission, suggesting either that
arrival date serves as an actual cue for tutor choice or that SY buntings may be
primed to copy song when they first arrive. Thus, early experiences would be
more likely to result in song copying.
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Social Interaction may be a cue for choosing a social tutor in buntings. High
levels of countersinging have been observed between tutors and students
(Payne 1981, 1982, 1983). Furthermore, interaction is probably more intense in
areas with a higher density of birds. SY Indigo Buntings are more likely to copy
the song of another bird if they are in densely populated neighborhoods (Payne
and Payne 1993). Lazuli Buntings do not tend to copy songs of neighboring
birds in a study area where competition for high quality habitat is reduced
(Greene and Lyon, unpublished).
I test two hypotheses of the proximate cues for choosing a social tutor: (1 )
SY buntings copy the songs of the first neighboring birds to attract females; (2)
SY buntings copy the song of the bird or birds with whom they interact the most.

Methods
Study Site
I conducted research on the slopes of Mount Sentinel and Mount Jumbo
near Missoula Montana (46° 510’ N, 113° 57’ E). The steep hillsides of the site
are primarily Palouse Prairie. The diverse grasslands contain: Bromus
inermis, B. japonicus, Festuca idahoensis, F. scabretia, F. octoflora, Phleum
paratense, Agropyron spicatum, Koeleria cristata, and Stipa comata.
Herbaceous flowering plants such as Arrowleaf Balsam root (Balsam orhiza
sagittata). Silky Lupine (Lupinus sericeus), and Indian Paintbrush (CastiHeja
linariafolia) add color to the grassland. Large areas of the native grassland
have been invaded by the introduced weeds: Spotted Knapweed (Centaurea
maculosa), Leafy Spurge (Euphorbia esula), and Dalmatian Toadflax (Linaria
dalm atica) and grasses such as Bromus tectorum, Poa pratensis, and P.
compressa. Narrow gullies running down the slope contain dense patches of
Ninebark (Physocarpus malvaceus), Chokecherry (Prunus virginiana),
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Serviceberry (Ametanchier alnifotia), Rocky Mountain Maple (Acer glaberum )
Snowberry (Symphoricapos albus), Mockorange (Philadetphus lew isii) and
Utah Honeysuckle (Lonicera utahensis).

Coniferous forests of Ponderosa Pine

(Pinus ponderosa) and Douglas Fir (Pseudotsuga m enziesii) top both
mountains but are more extensive on Mount Sentinel. (Appendix B and 0).
The relief and sparse vegetation over most of the site allowed me to follow
the movements of individual birds over long periods of time. Most of the
vegetation is low, so visibility over most of the site was good. Even when birds
flew to dense gullies, I usually was able to continue to track their movements
and interactions with other birds. This made the site ideal for observations of
focal animals. However, birds in the coniferous forests at the top of the study
site usually sang from the tops of the trees. I had difficulty identifying even
banded individuals, or following the movements of one bird in these areas.

Identification of Age Classes and Individuals
I was able to identify and age birds in the field using leg bands, plumage
characteristics and differences between songs. As part of a larger study on the
breeding ecology of Lazuli Buntings, many birds in the study area were banded
with unique patterns of color bands and a metal Fish and Wildlife Service band.
Banding efforts continued throughout the summer of 1994 to aid in the
identification of individual birds. Over the course of the breeding season, we
banded 23 SY birds; 9 other SYs were identifiable by characteristics of
plumage and song .
Lazuli Buntings show a great deal of plumage variation and delayed
plumage maturation (Young 1991). The color of the primary coverts is the only
reliable characteristic to distinguish SY from ASY Lazuli Buntings. The primary
coverts of ASY birds are black with blue edges while those of SYs are brown.
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SYs also tend to have more brown feathers on their backs, heads and rumps
than do ASYs. This characteristic is variable as I found brown ASY birds and
bright blue SYs. Many SY birds also have unique plumage markings. Marks
such as a white throat patch or malar stripes, brown barring on the head or
unique back patterns allowed me to differentiate between several unbanded
birds. When SY birds were first discovered, I made detailed systematic
observations of plumage characteristics to identify that individual in subsequent
observations (Appendix D). This allowed me to follow the movements and
interactions of newly arrived, un banded birds. Some birds also eluded the
banding teams but I was still able to identify them throughout the breeding
season by their plumage patterns.
Individual sounds regularly produced in the song of any bird were
considered separate “syllables.” If two sounds always appeared together in the
same order in the songs of all birds producing that sound, they were considered
part of the same syllable. Most of the birds identified and tape recorded in the
1994 field season had unique songs that differed from the songs of all other
birds in at least some syllables. Thus, most birds could be identified by song.
Elements of some songs were so distinctive that some individuals could be
recognized in the field by ear. These differences also allowed me to verify
identification using taped songs when it was not possible to see complete band
combinations in the field.

Determining Copy Events and Social Tutors
The songs of all birds on the study site were recorded with an AudioTech nica ATR55 Telemike, and Sennheiser shotgun microphones, models ME
80 and ME 88, on Sony TOM- 5000 EV tape recorders. Sonograms were
produced using the programs Soundedit (Schmidt et al. 1990) and Soundedit26

pro (Beck et al. 1991) then compiled on the graphics program Canvas (Canvas
User Guide 1988). Sonograms were analyzed daily to determine If changes in
songs were taking place during the season.
I compared the syllables of SY buntings to all neighboring birds. I
considered any bird to be a neighbor who possessed territories within human
hearing of any territory the SY was known to have occupied or interacted with
the SY during the breeding season. I analyzed the frequency, syllable
structure, length, and sequence of syllables, of SYs and their neighbors to
identify copying events. Syllables from the SY s song were matched with
similar elements from the songs of potential tutors.
Payne (1993) developed a protocol for identifying matched songs based on
type and order of syllables within a song. All of the birds that copied the entire
song of a neighbor also matched the songs of their tutors using Payne’s
matching protocol. Of the birds that only copied part of the song of a neighbor
or incorporated syllables from more than one tutor, two SY’s matched their
tutor’s song using Payne’s protocol and eleven did not. Payne’s protocol is very
useful to identify birds with similar songs but does not imply that a specific
syllable was learned from a particular tutor. Furthermore, it under-represents
birds that include syllables from multiple tutors.
I developed a new protocol for determining copy events and assigning
social tutors that gives a proportion of song copied from any tutor. In cases
where SY birds copied all syllables in the same sequence of the song of a
neighboring bird and only one neighbor sang this sequence, I identified that
neighbor as the tutor. However, determining social tutors was more difficult for
birds who incorporated syllables from more than one neighbor or copied only
fragments of neighbors songs.
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Where two or more birds shared the same syllable with an SY, I determined
the degree of correlation of each neighbor's syllables to that of the SY.
Correlations of songs were performed on Canary (Charif et al. 1993) using the
batch spectrogram correlation function to compare samples of 5 syllables from
each bird. I considered the bird with the highest average correlation the social
tutor. However, if the average of the correlation of one neighbor was not higher
than the correlation of its neighbor in a two sided T-Test with a 0.65 level of
confidence, the syllable was dropped from the calculation (Fig. 6). Many birds
include highly modulated simple buzzes and beeps at the ends of their songs
(Fig. 7). Simple buzzes and beeps were difficult to differentiate visually or
through correlation and were also dropped from the calculation. This
conservative procedure may result in song elements not being associated with
their actual tutors but avoids incorrectly assigning tutor status In dubious cases.
This method is not thrown off by most differences in volume. I tested this by
correlating the same syllable recorded at different volumes. All recordings
except for those of songs that were barely audible produced high correlations.
No songs of such week volume were included in my analyses.
To calculate the proportion of syllables copied from each neighbor, I then
counted the number of syllables that each tutor transmitted to the student. This
was divided by the number of usable syllables in the SY’s song to obtain a ratio
of the amount of the song the at the SY copied from each potential tutor (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8 (next page): Determination of syllables copied from each neighbor: The
SY (top sonogram) contains nine different syilables, some being repeated. The
second syilable is shared by two birds but correlation analysis shows that the
syllable is closer to T/M-R’s and so I consider it a match with T/M-R The fifth
syilable shared by three neighbors but the correlation of these syllables is so
close that the syllable is dropped from the analysis. Syllable seven is a simple
buzz and syllable eight is a beep and so are also dropped from the analysis.
The proportion of song copied from each neighbor are shown to the right of
each sonogram.
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Determining Pairing Dates
When SYs were discovered. I searched the territories of all neighboring or
interactive males, looking for females and listening for distinctive female
vocalizations. In some cases, neighboring males were known to already be
paired with females so searching was not necessary. Searches for females
continued throughout the summer. At the end of the summer I determined when
the SY’s song had crystallized and also determined which neighbors were
paired with a female at that time. 1analyzed the probability that all SYs would
copy the song of the birds that paired with a female using a paired T-test to test
the null hypothesis that: mean (proportion copied from mated tutors - proportion
of potential mated tutors).

Focal Individual Watches
I closely observed 18 SY birds. Of these, 17 were observed in repeated,
detailed, one-hour observation periods. These SYs were also observed
repeatedly outside of the observation sessions to verify that the levels of
interactions I recorded were representative. I recorded the songs of the SYs
and their neighboring birds and the levels of interactions with all neighboring
buntings. During the one-hour observation sessions, 1 recorded the number of
minutes spent by the SY in countersinging with different neighbors, the number
of songs sung by neighboring birds in countersinging matches with the focal
SY, the number of songs sung by the SY in countersinging matches, the
number of chases and the number of fights with neighboring buntings. An SY
was considered to be countersinging when it sang while facing a singing
neighbor and the bird's songs were within 5 seconds of each other, or the birds
were also involved in aggressive interactions such as chasing or fighting.
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To test the relationship between level of interaction and song copying, I
determined the Spearman-rank correlation (because it is more robust than
Pearson’s product moment correlation) of the proportion of countersinging with
each neighbor and the proportion of song copied from each neighbor for all
focal birds separately. I used arcsine transformations on all proportions to help
normalize them. This gave independent summary statistics of the relationship
of song copying and interaction for each bird. Both the proportion of
countersinging that focal SY birds do with their neighbors and the proportion of
countersinging the neighbors do with the focal SYs measure the level of
interaction. These measures of interaction are expected to yield the same
results and are will be common enough events to be seen in all observation
periods. I then performed a sign test on the rs values from both sets of
correlations to test if the number of positive correlations was significantly greater
than what we would predict by chance.

Results
The focal birds in this study showed a wide range of song learning
behaviors. Of the eighteen birds in this study, one never copied the song of any
bird on the study area, fourteen copied from one tutor, two copied from two
tutors, and one copied from four tutors. Some copied one syllable from a tutor
while others copied entire songs. A detailed description of the interactions,
arrival times and vocal behavior of each bird can be found in Appendix A.

Female Mate Selection
Most of the SY’s that arrived early in the season copied the song of
neighboring males before females had selected mates from neighboring males.
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SYs that arrived later In the season did not show a preference for learning
songs of birds that had been selected as mates by females (Table 1).
Table 1 : Tutor selection for all focal SYs showing mating status of tutor when
copied. Each X denotes a tutor that was copied.

SY
B-94
B/M-O
B/M-P
B/M-W
C-94
H-94
Jumbo P-94
Jumbo R-94
Jumbo S-94
M-94
O/M-B
P/M-O
P/W-M
R/M-O
T/B-M
Y/M-O
Y/M-T
Z-94
T o ta l

tutor
identified?
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

copied after females
selected mates
copied before
copied
copied mated
females selected unmated tutor
tutor
mates
X
X
X
X
XX
X
X
XX

X
XX

X
X
X
X
XX
X
9

X
X
8

5

I tested whether birds copy the first neighbor to pair with a female. Thus. I
calculated the probability within a 95% confidence interval that SYs copy
neighboring birds that pair with females for both all birds that copied a social
tutor and for those birds that copied after females paired with neighboring birds.
The confidence intervals that I drew were approximated from a binomial
distribution assuming a fixed population (Pearson and Hartley 1966). The
probability that SYs copy neighboring birds that pair with females is 0.23 with a
95% confidence interval from 0.05 to 0.55. The probability that SYs copy
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neighboring birds that pair with females is after females arrive is 0.38 with a
95% confidence interval from 0.12 to 0.69. Because neither confidence interval
is inclusive of 1.00 (the prediction if birds copy neighbors that Pair with
females), I conclude that female pairing is not a cue for copying song (Fig. 9).
SYs that copied
I-------------------------------- 0.38--------------------------- 1
females
selected mates
I

Iall

I

I

0-23

I

copied a tutor

1---- 1---- 1---- 1---- 1---- 1---- 1---- 1---- 1---- 1---- 1---- 1---- 1
0.10

0.20

0.30

0.40

0.50

0.60

Probability that SYs copy the song of mated neighbors
Fig. 9: Probability of SY copying the song of mated birds. Hairlines show 95%
confidence intervals.
I found no relationship between song copying and mating status of the tutor,
among birds that selected a social tutor. In 8 out of 13 cases SYs copied the
songs of unmated birds, while 5 copied the songs of mated birds. To further
statistically test this relationship I compared the observed and expected
proportions of SYs that copied a mated tutor and found no statistically
significant pattern (paired T-test, Ho: mean (proportion copied from mated tutors
- proportion of potential mated tutors) = 0, d.f. = 8, p = 0.1005). Furthermore, the
trend of the data is in the opposite direction predicted by the early pairing
hypothesis.

Social interaction
Neighbor's countersinging rate and SY s countersinging rate appear to be
the most useful in quantifying levels of interaction. Although fights, chases, and
perch displacements indicate high aggression, they were infrequently
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SYs that

observed. When they occurred, fights, chases and perch displacements usually
were correlated with the rates of countersinging.
Birds that have high levels of interaction with SY birds are also well
represented as social tutors. Of the 17 focal SYs that copied a social tutor, 12
copied the song of the bird with whom they interacted the most strongly and I
suspect that three others must have had interactions with the tutor before I
observed them (see case studies of B/M-W, H-94, and Y/M-T). These three
birds were removed from the analyses of interaction.
To test the relationship of interaction and song copying, I performed a Sign
test on the r$ values from Spearman rank correlations on arcsine transformed
proportion of countersinging of both the SY birds and by the SYs neighbors with
the arcsine transformed proportion of song that was copied from each neighbor
for all neighbors of each SY. Both sets of coefficients were significantly greater
than 0.0 at the 95% level of confidence. In 10 out of 11 cases, coefficients of
correlation for neighbor countersinging rates were positive (sign test: k=1, n=11,
p=0.005). In 10 out of 12 cases, coefficients of correlation for SY countersinging
rates were positive (sign test: k=2, n=12, p=0.019). Even when all birds,
including those that I felt I had missed early interactions for, were used, this
relationship is still highly significant. In 10 out of 13 cases, coefficients of
correlation for neighbor countersinging rates were positive (sign test: k=3, n=13,
p=0.0461 ). In 10 out of 14 cases, coefficients of correlation for SY
countersinging rates were positive (sign test: k=4, n=14, p=0.0897). Thus, SYs
preferentially copy the songs of birds with whom they interact strongly.
The total number of songs sung per hour by each neighbor did not show any
association with the proportion of song copied. Only four out of fifteen birds
copied the greatest proportion of song from the neighbor that sang the most
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(sign test: k=4, n=15, p=0.059). In addition, there is no significant difference in
the correlation coefficients of those birds that copied tutors before females
choose mates and those that copied tutors after females choose mates (MannWhitney U-test: u=17.5, p>0.05). Thus, the relationships between song and
interaction are not influenced by female arrival or female choice of mates.

Discussion
Whether or not a male bird has a mate does not appear to be a cue for
selecting a social tutor. SY birds do not wait to choose a social tutor until
females begin selecting their mates. Moreover, many tutors are selected even
before females arrive on the study area. Similarly, SYs do not preferentially
select the songs of neighboring birds that have mated. Our results are
consistent with research showing that nesting date (a cue that appears even
later in the season) was not significantly associated with song copying in Indigo
Buntings (Payne and Payne 1993).
Song copying in buntings may not be related to any demonstrated measure
of fitness. The chances of an Indigo Bunting transmitting its song within any
breeding season may not be related to either lifetime or within-season breeding
success (Payne and Payne 1993). Cues for choosing a social tutor that require
a SY to observe the behavior of female birds, such as choice of mate, earliest
date of nesting or number of young or fledglings produced, force the SY to
delay development of its song. Song is important for both defending territories
and attracting mates, so any such delay could result in reduced chances of
producing offspring that year. The later the SY must wait in the breeding
season to observe a cue, the greater this effect would be. Thus a bird waiting to
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see which neighbor produced the most fledglings would risk missing the
breeding season entirely. Although birds that used female mate selection as a
cue would not have to wait quite that long, they would miss opportunities to pair
with the earliest arriving females. This may be too much of a constraint on
reproduction. Mate choice by females may still be found to be correlated with
tutor choice by SY birds if both use the same cues such as territory quality or
brightness of plumage. However, these results show that SYs are not copying
males that successfully pair with a female.
SY Lazuli Buntings tend to copy the song of the neighbor with which they
interact the most. This is not the result of SYs copying the song of the most
vocal neighbor. Furthermore, arrival time does not significantly effect
correlation of countersinging and song copying among birds that copy elements
from the songs of neighbors. SYs who copy song and arrive before females
have paired with neighboring birds are just as likely to copy the song of the bird
with whom they interact strongly than those that arrive after females have
selected mates. I suggest that this relationship between interaction and copying
is not just because they both covary with some other factor, but that social
interaction itself serves as a cue for song copying. Level of social interaction is
immediately assessable by SY birds. This mechanism does not require SY
birds to make an active decision to incorporate the syllables of another bird’s
song. The repetition of song, in an appropriate context (male- male
aggression), may initiate or reinforce the incorporation of syllables.
The role of social interaction on song learning has been shown in studies
with captive birds (Payne 1981, Clayton 1987, Pepperberg 1993). Field studies
support the hypothesis that birds copy interactive neighbors (Nelson 1992).
Furthermore, tutoring oscines in allospecific song (Baptista and Petrinovich
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1986, Petrinovich 1985, 1988) or after the critical period for taped song
(Baptista and Petrinovich 1984, 1986, Baptista 1988) requires social interaction.
Pairing date with females is not a cue for choosing a social tutor. Because
many SYs have incorporated syllables of neighboring birds before females
have even paired with males, I suggest that no cue subsequent to female
pairing is used either. Our results strongly support the hypothesis that social
interaction is a cue or mechanism by which SYs incorporate neighbors
syllables into their songs.
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Chapter 3: Syntax Rules for the
Development of Song in Lazuli Buntings
Abstract
Lazuli Buntings copy syllables from the songs of conspecific males,
sometimes incorporating syllables from the songs of several birds. To examine
whether SY buntings preserve the location of the copied syllables in their own
songs, I compared the relative positions of matching syllables within the songs
of SYs and their tutors. I found that SY buntings preserved the relative positions
of syllables copied from the songs of tutors. This pattern was observed whether
SY birds copied syllables from one or several different tutors.

Introduction
Little research has addressed the syntax of syllables within songs. Patterns
of syllables within songs of some birds appear to follow rules governing
syllable placement (Ten Cate and Slater 1991). For instance, young Zebra
Finches tend to preserve the locations of syllables copied from a tutor even
when syllables from more than one tutor are incorporated. Although many
aspects of song learning have been studied, no studies of the role of syntax in
wild birds have yet been published. I examine one aspect of syntax in song
development in wild Lazuli Buntings. I ask, do SY Lazuli Buntings maintain the
location of elements or syllables copied from tutors in their crystallized songs?
We know much about the structure of Individual syllables (Thompson 1976) but
not about their sequence and syntax.
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Methods
I recorded the song of 17 SY Lazuli Buntings who had copied all or parts of
the songs of social tutors, and also recorded the songs of all neighboring birds.
All recordings were taken in the summer of 1994 on the slopes of Mount
Sentinel and Mount Jumbo near Missoula, Montana (46° 51” N, 113° 57’ E). By
examining similarities and differences between songs, I identified birds that had
copied elements of their songs from other birds (Determining copy events and
social tutors, Chapter 2).

Quantifying Position of Song eiements in Songs
Lazuli Bunting songs usually consist of two sections: the first contains
repeated complex syllables, the second contains highly modulated buzzes and
repeated beeps of short duration. In the analysis I scored the location of the
complex syllables in the beginning of the song and did not analyze the
locations of simple buzzes and beeps. Simple buzzes and beeps are
incorporated into the songs of many birds and are often structurally similar. As
a result, I had difficulty determining the bird who transmitted them. Additionally,
buzzes and beeps are terminal elements in most songs and could give the
analyses inaccurately high r-squared value.
I calculated two measures of syllable position: the ordinal position and
proportional position. To calculate the ordinal position I counted syllable types
from the beginning of the song, assigning successive numbers to each syllable.
To calculate the proportional position I divided the ordinal position by the total
number of complex syllable types in the song. The last syllable in any
sequence would always equal one (5/5, 6/6 etc.). The proportional position was
transformed by subtracting the proportional position from ((1/total number of
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syllables in song)/2). This formula shifts all position scores down such that the
first syllable is the same distance from the beginning of the song as the last
syllable is from the end of the song (Fig. 10).
10K

Complex Syllables
1
0.2
0.1

2 3 4
0.4 0.6 0.8
0.3 0.5 0.7

ih

Buzzes and Beeps

5 Ordinal Position Score
1 Unmodified Proportional Position
0.9 Porportional Position Score

Fig. 10: Structure of Lazuli Bunting song showing ordinal and proportional
position scores of the complex syllables. Scores are calculated below the
syllable to which they correspond.

Statistical Methods
To see if the positions of syllables in students songs correlated with the
position of syllables in tutors songs, I used the Pearson product-moment
correlation on unmodified ordinal position scores and arcsine transformed
proportional position scores of tutors and students. I also performed linear
regressions with arcsine transformed proportional position scores of tutors as
the independent variable and students as the dependent variable. Birds that
copy entire sequences of a tutor’s song could bias the results to higher r and rsquared values because copied syllables from one tutor may not have been
copied one syllable at a time but as an entire song. Consequently, I analyzed
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the data with a subset of syllables, only including one randomly selected
syllable from each tutor- student pair. I also ran all analyses on a subset of the
data that only included those SYs with multiple tutors thus no SY that copied the
entire song of a neighbor were included.

Results
There was a strong positive correlation between the relative position of tutor
and student syllables for both ordinal (all tutor-student pairs: r=0.917, n=24.
students with multiple tutors: r=0.869, n=11) and proportional position scores
(all tutor-student pairs: r=0.868, n=24. students with multiple tutors: r=0.810,
n=11). In addition, linear regression revealed high r-squared values for
proportional analyses (all tutor-student pairs: r2=0.745, p<0.0001, n=24.
students with multiple tutors: r2=0.655, p=0.0025, n=11) (Fig. 12).
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Fig. 11 : Scatterplots of ordinal syllable scores, using (a) only one syllable for
each tutor- student pair for all tutor student pairs, and (b) a subset only using
syllables from birds that copied more than one tutor.
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(b) a subset only using syllables from birds that copied more than one tutor.
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Discussion
Our data support the hypothesis that SY Lazuli Buntings maintain the
location of copied syllables in addition to the structure of the syllable itself.
Syllables that are copied from the beginning of tutors' songs tend to be placed
at the beginning of the student’s song, syllables from the middle are placed at
the middle, and syllables from the end are placed at the end. This pattern is
robust even when I only look at birds that copy multiple tutors.
Both ordinal and proportional scores show high r-squared values. Ordinal
values are higher among the log-modified scores and proportional values are
higher among the unmodified scores. From these data we cannot determine
whether the birds are placing syllables in the same ordinal position as their
tutors or maintaining the proportional position of syllables (putting syllables from
the front of their tutors song in the front of their own song etc.).
Individual syllables as I have defined them may not be the elements that
birds copy. For instance, a SY that copies the entire song of its tutor may not be
making independent decisions to put each syllable in the same location as its
tutor. Instead, the SY may be copying the whole song as a block. This factor
was addressed by also examining birds with multiple tutors and only
incorporating one syllable per tutor student pair. The fact that I still found a
relationship between tutor and student syllable location does not rule out the
possibility that birds are copying groups of syllables as song elements.
An alternative explanation of these results is that specific syllables ordinarily
occur in certain places within songs. Thus some syllables may be introductory
notes, some usually found in the middle of songs, and some at the end.
Certainly, beeps and buzzes are characteristically found at the ends of songs. If
this mechanism is driving the patterns of syllable placement we see in the birds
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in this sample, then the syllable placement rules must be very precise to
generate correlations that are so tight. This could be definitively tested in the
lab by exposing naive birds to tapes of conspecific song with scrambled syllable
order and observing whether syllables are copied from their places in the tutor
tapes or if they are reshuffled to their usual positions.
As I have demonstrated, students preserve the location of copied syllables
from their tutors. In light of these findings I recommend that caution be used in
calling a bird a social tutor if the location of matching syllables in the SY s song
does not match the position of similar syllables in the song of the potential tutor.
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Appendix A: Case Studies of
Lazuli Bunting Song Development
The following Is a brief overview of the interactions and vocal behavior of the
focal SY birds in this study. This section includes: figures of seasonal timelines
providing information about arrival times of SY birds and all their neighbors;
song matching diagrams showing sonograms of all focal SY birds and their
neighbors; and interaction diagrams showing maps of the study area and
relative levels of interaction between SY birds and their neighbors. For some
birds, an additional section details other interesting information such as
variations in song crystallization. Birds that were banded are referred to by their
color band combination. The colors used in this study are black (Bk), blue (B),
green (G), orange (O), pink (P), red (R), teal (T), white (W), yellow (Y), and metal
USFWS bands. A bird with a white band above a blue band on its right leg and
a red band above a metal band on its left leg is W/B-R/M. Unbanded birds are
referred to by an alpha designation; a unique letter or letter combination
followed by the year the bird was observed (B-94, G-94, Jumbo P-94, etc.).
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Song Learning in Second Year Birds
B-94
This bird was the first SY to arrive on the study site (Fig. 13). It interacted
strongly with one ASY and left shortly thereafter(Fig 14). It never copied the
song of any birds and sang a variable song (Fig. 15). It probably was stopping
over on its way to a territory farther north. This bird successfully defended its
temporary territory from G-94 who finally settled on a different part of the study
area. This bird's territory was at the top of the A-Frame Gully on the south end
of Mount Sentinel.
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Fig. 13: Seasonal timeline B-94: The observed arrival time of the focal SY B-94
is shown with a red bird and the observed arrival time of its ASY neighbor is
shown with a white bird. The red bird in flight shows the last day the SY was
observed on the study site. This SY never crystallized its song or paired with a
female.
Æk
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B-94

G-94

Fig. 14: Interactions of B-94 with neighboring birds: The observed levels of
interaction of the focal SY B-94 (red bird) and neighboring birds are shown by
the thickness of black arrows. SY neighbors are shown with black birds and
ASY neighbors are shown with white birds. Music notes indicate birds who
were song tutors.
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Song Matching
B-94 had a variable song that did not share any syllables with its neighbor (Fig
15). This SY did not match the songs of any neighbors using Payne’s (1993)
protocol.
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Fig. 15: Songs of B-94 and all neighboring birds: This bird never crystallized its
song or copied another bird.
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B /M -O
B/M-O arrived at the same time as its SY neighbor PA/V-M (Fig. 16). Both
birds copied the song of the same ASY neighbor (Fig 18). B/M-O interacted the
most strongly with the bird who it copied (Fig. 17). This bird's territory was along
the Purple Balcony Trail in at the bottom of Mount Sentinel.
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Fig. 16: Seasonal timeline B/M-O: The observed arrival time of the focal SY
B/M-O is shown with a red bird, the observed arrival times of its SY neighbors
are shown with black birds, and the observed arrival times of its ASY neighbors
are shown with white birds. The music note shows when the SY crystallized its
song. The heart shows the first observation of a female pairing with the SY.
Interactions

P/W-M

B/ê-Wl
Fig. 17: Interactions of B/M-O with neighboring birds: The observed level of
interaction of the focal SY B/M-O (red bird) and neighboring birds is shown by
the thickness of the black arrows. SY neighbors are shown with black birds and
ASY neighbors are shown with white birds. Music notes indicate birds who
were song tutors.
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Song Matching
This bird copied the song of W/B-R/M (Fig. 18). Using Payne’s (1993)
protocol, it matches the song of W/B-R/M and P/W-M.
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Fig. 18 Song of B/M-O and all neighboring birds: Circled areas indicate
portions of songs copied from specific social tutors.
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B /M -P
This SY arrived mid season (Fig. 18) and copied the complete song of its most
interactive neighbor (fig. 19). This bird’s territory was just north of A-Frame
Gully at the bottom of Mount Sentinel.
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Fig. 19: Seasonal timeline B/M-P: The observed arrival time of the focal SY
B/M-P is shown with a red bird and the observed arrival times of Its ASY
neighbors are shown with white birds. The music note shows when the SY
crystallized its song. This SY never paired with a female.
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Fig. 20: Interactions of B/M-P with neighboring birds: The observed level of
interaction of the focal SY B/M-P (red bird) and neighboring birds is shown by
the thickness of the black arrows. SY neighbors are shown with black birds and
ASY neighbors are shown with white birds. Music notes indicate birds who
were song tutors.
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Song Matching
This SY copied the song of P/M-B (Fig. 21-22). Using Payne’s (1993)
protocol, it matches the song of P/M-B.
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Fig. 21 : Song of B/M-P and some neighboring birds: Circled areas indicate
portions of songs copied from specific social tutors. Songs of two more
neighbors can be found in Fig. 21 : (next page).
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Fig. 22: Songs of birds neighboring B/M-P (continued from previous page).
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B /M -W
This SY arrived early In the season (Fig. 23) and copied the complete song of a
neighbor with whom It was never seen to interact over the course of the summer
(Fig. 24). However, when it was first observed, It had already copied the song of
Its tutor (who I had not yet found). This SY must have had contact with that
neighbor before I found It. This bird’s territory was at the bottom of the first gully
on Mount Jumbo.
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Fig. 23: Seasonal timeline B/M-W: The observed arrival time of the focal SY
B/M-W is shown with a red bird, and the observed arrival times of Its ASY
neighbors are shown with white birds. The music note shows when the SY
crystallized its song. The heart shows the first observation of a female pairing
with the SY. ,
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Fig. 24: Interactions of B/M-W with neighboring birds: The observed level of
interaction of the focal SY B/M-W (red bird) and neighboring birds is shown by
the thickness of the black arrows. SY neighbors are shown with black birds and
ASY neighbors are shown with white birds. Music notes indicate birds who
were song tutors.
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Song Matching
This SY copied the song of P/M-B (Fig 25). Using Payne’s (1993) protocol, it
matches the song of P/M-B.
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Fig. 25: Song of B/M-W and all neighboring birds: Circled areas indicate
portions of songs copied from specific social tutors. Although the beeps and
buzzes are probably also copied from the same tutor as the rest of the song,
they are not included as part of copied song in this study.
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C-94
This SY arrived early in the season (Fig. 26) and copied the part of the song of a
bird with whom it interacted minimally (Fig. 27). This bird's territory was south of
Main Gully near the bottom of Mount Sentinel.
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Fig. 26: Seasonal timeline C-94: The observed arrival time of the focal SY 0-94
is shown with a red bird and the observed arrival times of its ASY neighbors are
shown with white birds. The music note shows when the SY crystallized its
song. This SY never paired with a female.
Interactions

G-94
Fig. 27: Interactions of 0-94 with neighboring birds: The observed level of
interaction of the focal SY 0-94 (red bird) and neighboring birds is shown by the
thickness of the black arrows. SY neighbors are shown with black birds and
ASY neighbors are shown with white birds. Music notes indicate birds who
were song tutors.
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Song Matching
This SY copied part of the song of P/M-B (Fig. 28). Using Payne’s (1993)
protocol, It did not match the song of any neighbor.
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Fig. 28 Song of C-94 and all neighboring birds: Circled areas indicate portions
of songs copied from specific social tutors.
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H -9 4
This SY was first discovered mid season (Fig. 29) and sang two different
songs, each from a different neighbor (Fig 30). It was never observed to interact
with a tutor during observation sessions but sometimes interacted with one
(B/Y-M) outside of the observation sessions. As this bird was observed fairly
late I may have missed important interactions with neighboring birds. Both of its
tutors are in the same area and this SY may have moved down slope to where I
found It after song crystallization. This bird’s territory was below the road, north
of the hump on Mount Sentinel.
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Fig. 29: Seasonal timeline H-94: The observed arrival time of the focal SY H-94
is shown with a red bird and the observed arrival times of its ASY neighbors are
shown with white birds. The music note shows when the SY crystallized its
song. This SY never paired with a female.
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Fig. 30: Interactions of H-94 with neighboring birds: The observed level of
interaction of the focal SY H-94 (red bird) and neighboring birds is shown by the
thickness of the black arrows. SY neighbors are shown with black birds and
ASY neighbors are shown with white birds. Music notes indicate birds who
were song tutors.
Song Matching
This SY sang two songs and copied part of the songs of 1-94 and B/Y-M (Fig
31-32). It also copied all of the song of T/Y-M. Using Payne's (1993) protocol, it
matches the song of 1-94 and T/Y-M.
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Fig. 31 : Song of H-94 and song matching neighboring birds: Circled areas
indicate portions of songs copied from specific social tutors. This SY sang two
songs, each with different tutors.
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Fig. 32: Song birds neighboring H-94 with non matching songs
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Jumbo P-94
When this bird was first identified on May 24th (Fig. 33), it was strongly
interacting with W/M-T. Jumbo P-94 had already copied the song of W/M-T. On
May 31st another SY, Y/M-T moved into the area. Jumbo P-94 countersang the
most with this new bird in subsequent observations but continued to sing the
song copied from W/M-T (Fig. 34). This bird’s territory was at the hairpin turn on
the main road on Mount Jumbo. This bird had bold brown lines behind its
auricular patch (sideburns) earning it the nick-name “Elvis”.
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Fig. 33: Seasonal timeline: The observed arrival time of the focal SY Jumbo P94 is shown with a red bird, the observed arrival times of its SY neighbors are
shown with black birds, and the observed arrival times of its ASY neighbor is
shown with a white bird. The music note shows when the SY crystallized its
song. This SY never paired with a female.
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Fig. 34: Interactions of Jumbo P-94 with neighboring birds: The observed level
of interaction of the focal SY Jumbo P-94 (red bird) and neighboring birds is
shown by the thickness of the black arrows. SY neighbors are shown with black
birds and ASY neighbors are shown with white birds. Music notes indicate
birds who were song tutors.
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Song Matching
This SY copied the song of W/M-Y (Fig. 35). Using Payne’s (1993) protocoi,
it matches the song of W/M-Y.
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Fig. 35 Song of SY and all neighboring birds: Circled areas indicate portions
of songs copied from specific social tutors.
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o th e r Interesting Information
Jumbo P-94 displayed unusual crystallization behavior. When first
observed, its song included inverted Y syllables that were not a part of the song
of the tutor that the rest of its song was copied from. These syllables
disappeared within a day and were not apart of the final crystallized song,
however, these syllables would occasionally reappear and did so with more
frequency toward the end of the season (Fig. 36). It will be interesting to see if
these syllables are incorporated into the bird's song in 1996.
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Fig. 36: Song of Jumbo P-94 showing early song, crystallized song, and late
season insertion of inverted Ys.
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J u m b o R-94
This SY arrived late in the season (Fig. 37) and copied part of the song of its
most interactive neighbor (Fig. 38). This bird’s territory was below the rocky
outcrop near the Poplar Street Trail at the base of Mount Jumbo.
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Fig. 37: Seasonal timeline: The observed arrival time of the focal SY Jumbo R94 is shown with a red bird and the last day the SY was observed on the study
site is shown with a red bird in flight. The observed arrival times of its SY
neighbors are shown with black birds, and the observed arrival times of its ASY
neighbor is shown with white bird. The music note shows when the SY
crystallized its song. This SY never paired with a female.
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Fig. 38: Interactions of Jumbo R-94 with neighboring birds: 'The observed level
of Interaction of the focal SY Jumbo R-94 (red bird) and neighboring birds is
shown by the thickness of the black arrows. SY neighbors are shown with black
birds and ASY neighbors are shown with white birds. Music notes indicate
birds who were song tutors.
Song Matching
This SY copied the song of Y/M-T (Fig. 39). Using Payne’s (1993) protocol, it
did not match the songs of any neighboring birds.
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Fig. 39: Song of SY and ail neighboring birds: Circled areas indicate portions
of songs copied from specific social tutors.
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J u m b o S-94
Jumbo S-94: This bird arrived very late in the season (Fig. 40). It was first
observed on July 6,1994 fighting and countersinging with Bk/M-P. High levels
of interactions with Bk/M-P continued through subsequent observations. Jumbo
S-94 copied the complete song of this most interactive neighbor (Fig 41), This
bird's territory was above the L near the top of Mount Jumbo.
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Fig. 40: Seasonal timeline: The observed arrival time of the focal SY Jumbo S94 is shown with a red bird and the observed arrival times of its ASY neighbors
are shown with white birds. The music note shows when the SY crystallized its
song. This SY never paired with a female.
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Fig. 41: Interactions of Jumbo S-94 with neighboring birds: The o bse rve fie vel
of Interaction of the focal SY Jumbo S-94 (red bird) and neighboring birds is
shown by the thickness of the black arrows. SY neighbors are shown with black
birds and ASY neighbors are shown with white birds. Music notes indicate
birds who were song tutors.
Song Matching
This SY copied the song of Bk/M-P (Fig. 42). Using Payne’s (1993) protocol, it
matches the song of Bk/M-P.
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Fig. 42: Song of Jumbo S-94 and ail neighboring birds: Circled areas indicate
portions of songs copied from specific social tutors.
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M -9 4
This SY arrived late in the season (Fig. 43) and sang fragments of songs
from four neighboring birds (Fig. 45). M-94 interacted strongly with many birds
in the crowded territory at the top of South Gully on Mount Sentinel (Fig. 44).
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Fig. 43: Seasonal timeline: The observed arrival time of the focal SY M-94 is
shown with a red bird, the observed arrival times of its SY neighbors are shown
with black birds, and the observed arrival times of its ASY neighbors are shown
with white birds. The music note shows when the SY crystallized its song. The
heart shows the first observation of a female pairing with the SY. The arrival
date of T/M-R is approximated, based of status of nest (with chicks on July 3).
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Fig. 44: Interactions of M-94 with neighboring birds: The observed level of
interaction of the focal SY M-94 (red bird) and neighboring birds is shown by
the thickness of the black arrows. SY neighbors are shown with black birds and
ASY neighbors are shown with white birds. Music notes indicate birds who
were song tutors.
Song Matching
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Song Matching
This SY copied parts of the songs of P/Y-M, R/M-O, T/M-R, and 0 -9 4 (Fig 45)
Using Payne’s (1993) protocol, it matches the songs of P/Y-M, and T/M-R.
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Fig. 45: Song of SY and copying neighboring birds: Circled areas Indicate
portions of songs copied from specific social tutors.
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O /M -B
This SY arrived mid season (Fig. 46) and copied the complete song of its
most interactive neighbor (Fig 47). This bird’s territory was at the base of Main
(Middle) Gully on Mount Sentinel.
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Fig. 46: Seasonal timeline: The observed arrival time of the focal SY O/M-B is
shown with a red bird, the observed arrival times of Its SY neighbor is shown
with a black bird, and the observed arrival times of its ASY neighbors are shown
with white birds. The music note shows when the SY crystallized its song. The
heart shows the first observation of a female pairing with the SY.
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Fig. 47: Interactions of O/M-B with neighboring birds: The observed level of
interaction of the focal SY O/M-B (red bird) and neighboring birds is shown by
the thickness of the black arrows. SY neighbors are shown with black birds and
ASY neighbors are shown with white birds. Music notes indicate birds who
were song tutors.
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Song Matching
This SY copied the song of O/M-B (Fig. 48). Using Payne’s (1993) protocol, it
matches the song of O/M-B.
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Fig. 48: Song of SY and all neighboring birds. Circled areas indicate portions
of songs copied from specific social tutors. Although the beeps and simple
buzzes are probably also copied from the same tutor as the rest of the song,
they are not included as part of copied song in this study.
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P /M -O
This SY arrived mid season (Fig. 49)and copied the part of the song of its
most interactive neighbor (Fig. 50). This bird’s territory was below the rocky
outcrop near the Poplar Street Trail at the base of Mount Jumbo and then it
moved across Interstate Highway 90 to a vegetated strip next to the train tracks.
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Fig. 49: Seasonal timeline: The observed arrival time of the focal SY P/M-O is
shown with a red bird, the observed arrival times of its SY neighbors are shown
with black birds, and the observed arrival times of its ASY neighbor is shown
with a white bird. The music note shows when the SY crystallized Its song. This
SY never paired with a female.
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Fig. 50: Interactions of P/M^O with neighboririg birds: The observed level of
interaction of the focal SY P/M-O (red bird)’and neighboring birds is* shown by
the thickness of the black arrows. SY neighbors are shown with black birds and
ASY neighbors are shown with white birds. Music notes indicate birds who
were song tutors. When P/M-O moved across the interstate to a new territory, it
no longer interacted strongly with the birds at the base of Mount Jumbo.
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Song Matching
This SY copied part of the song of Y/M-T (Fig. 51). Using Payne’s (1993)
protocol, does not match the song of any neighboring birds.
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Fig. 51 : Song of SY and all neighboring birds: Circled areas indicate portions
of songs copied from specific social tutors.
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P /W -M
P/W-M arrived at the same time as Its SY neighbor B/M-O (Fig. 52). Both
birds copied the song of the same ASY neighbor. P/W-M interacted the most
strongly with B/M-O (Fig. 53). This bird’s territory was at the bottom of the Purple
Balcony Trail in at the bottom of Mount Sentinel.
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Fig. 52: Seasonal timeline: The observed arrival time of the focal SY P/W-M is
shown with a red bird, the observed arrival times of its SY neighbors are shown
with black birds, and the observed arrival times of its ASY neighbors are shown
with white birds. The heart shows the first observation of a female pairing with
the SY.
Interactions

%

P/W-M
C:

Fig. 53: Interactions of P/W-M with neighboring birds: The observed level of
interaction of the focal SY P/W-M (red bird) and neighboring birds is shown by
the thickness of the black arrows. SY neighbors are shown with black birds and
ASY neighbors are shown with white birds. Music notes indicate birds who
were song tutors.
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Song Matching
This SY copied the song of W/B-R/M (Fig. 54). Using Payne's (1993) protocol, it
matches the song of W/B-R/M and B/M-O.

P/W-M
W/B-R/M

I
B/M-O

B/G-M
Fig. 54: Song of SY and all neighboring birds: Circled areas indicate portions
of songs copied from specific social tutors.
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R /M -O
This bird moved between two territories toward the beginning of the season
(Fig. 55). This SY copied the complete song of a neighbor with whom it
interacted strongly when it first arrived on the study area (Fig. 56). This first
territory was above the road, north of the knob on Mount Sentinel. R/M-O then
moved down slope to a territory at the intersection of the Purple Balcony Gully
and the Main Trail (Fig. 57). R/M-O kept its song in spite of being exposed to
other birds.
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Fig. 55: Seasonal timeline: The observed arrival time of the focal SY R/M-O
and the date it moved to a new territory are shown with red birds, the observed
arrival times of its SY neighbors are shown with black birds, and the observed
arrival times of its ASY neighbors are shown with white birds. The music note
shows when the SY crystallized its song. The heart shows the first observation
of a female pairing with the SY.
.
Interactions

%

%

R/OrM

B/Y-M

Fig. 56: Interactions of R/M-O with neighboring birds: The observed level of
interaction of the focal SY R/O-M (red bird) and neighboring birds, at the SY's
first territory, is shown by the thickness of the black arrows. SY neighbors are
shown with black birds and ASY neighbors are shown with white birds. Music
notes indicate birds who were song tutors.
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R/M-O

%

♦
P/W-M %

B/G-M
Fig. 57: Interactions of R/M-O with neighboring birds: The observed level of
interaction of the focal SY R/M-O (red bird) and neighboring birds, in the SY’s
second territory, is shown by the thickness of the black arrows. SY neighbors
are shown with black birds and ASY neighbors are shown with white birds.
Music notes indicate birds who were song tutors.
Song Matching
This SY copied the song of B/Y-M (Fig. 58). Using Payne’s (1993) protocol,
it matches the song of B/Y-M.
Fig. 58: (next page) Song of SY and all neighboring birds: Circled areas
indicate portions of songs copied from specific social tutors. Although the
beeps and simple buzzes are probably also copied from the same tutor as the
rest of the song, they are not included as part of copied song in this study.
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T/B-M
This SY arrived very late in the season (Fig. 59) and copied parts of the
songs of two birds with whom it interacted (Fig. 60). The individual syllabies in
T/B-M*s song were variable (Fig. 62). This bird's territory was below the rocky
outcrop near the Poplar Street Trail at the base of Mount Jumbo.
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Fig. 59: Seasonal timeline: The observed arrival time of the focal SY T/B-M is
shown with a red bird, the observed arrival times of its SY neighbors are shown
with black birds, and the observed arrival times of its ASY neighbor is shown
with a white bird. The music note shows when the SY crystallized its song. This
SY never paired with a female.
^
Interactions
^

W/M-Y

€)
T/B-M
P/M-O
Fig. 60: Interactions of T/B-M with neighboring birds: The observed level of
interaction of the focal SY T/B-M (red bird) and neighboring birds is shown by
the thickness of the black arrows. SY neighbors are shown with black birds and
ASY neighbors are shown with white birds. Music notes indicate birds who
were song tutors.
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Song Matching
This SY copied part of the songs of Jumbo P-94 and V/M-T (Fig. 61 ). Using
Payne’s (1993) protocol, it does not match the song of any neighboring bird.

T/B-M

A
Jumbo P-94

Y/M-T

W/ M- Y
Fig. 61 : Song of T/B-M and all neighboring birds: Circled areas indicate
portions of songs copied from specific social tutors.
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Other Interesting Information
Even though this bird arrived late in the season, recordings were made late
in the season (July 18, 1994) its song was very variable (Fig. 62) and it copied
elements from neighboring birds; similar to early season vocal behavior.
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T/B-M
Fig. 62: Songs of T/B-M showing variation in length and syllable structure;
recorded on July 18, 1994.
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Y /M -O
This SY arrived late in the season (Fig. 63) and copied the parts of the songs
of two birds with whom it interacted (Fig. 64). Y/M-O usually sang a short song
consisting of only the first one or two syllable types but would sing longer songs
in response to playbacks or in countersinging matches. This bird's territory was
at the entrance to the M Trail extending around the base of Mount Sentinel from
Prescot House to the end of the fenced in maintenance yard.
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Fig. 63: Seasonal timeline: The observed arrival time of the focal SY Y/M-O is
shown with a black bird and the observed arrival times of its ASY neighbors are
shown with white birds. The music note shows when the SY crystallized its
song. This SY never paired with a female.
Interacti
W-94

R/R-M/Y
Y/M-O
%
Fig. 64: Interactions of Y/M-O with neighboring birds: The observed level of
interaction of the focal SY Y/M-O (red bird) and neighboring birds is shown by
the thickness of the black arrows. SY neighbors are shown with black birds and
ASY neighbors are shown with white birds. Music notes indicate birds who
were song tutors.
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Song Matching
This SY copied part of the songs of R/R- M/Y and T-M (Fig. 65). Using Payne’s
(1993) protocol, did not copy the song of any neighboring bird.
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Fig. 65: Song of Y/M-O and all neighboring birds: Circled areas indicate
portions of songs copied from specific social tutors.
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Y /M -T
This bird arrived mid season (Fig. 66) and held two territories. The first
territory was below the rocky outcrop near the Poplar Street Trail at the base of
Mount Jumbo. When first observed at this site, it had already copied the song of
R/M-W. Y/M-T countersang with Jumbo P-94 intensively. Interactions were also
observed with W/M-T and P/M-O. This bird subsequently moved to a new
territory at the entrance to the main road at the base of Mount Jumbo. Here it
interacted with R/M-W. When first found it interacted strongly with W/M Y,
Jumbo P 94 and to a lesser degree with P/ M O. Later in the season it moved to
a different area where it interacted strongly with R/M-W. (Fig. 67) It is possible
that Y/M-T had set up an initial territory near R/M-W, learned its song and then
moved to the territory were I first observed it.
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Fig. 66: Seasonal timeline: The observed arrival time of the focal SY Y/M-T is
shown with a red bird, the observed arrival times of its SY neighbors are shown
with black birds, and the observed arrival times of its ASY neighbors are shown
with white birds. The music note shows when the SY crystallized its song. This
SY never paired with a female.
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Y/M-T
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W/M-Y

Jumbo P-9

a -Y /M rT :4
earliest observed territory

P/M-O
Fig. 67: Interactions of SY with neighboring birds: The observed level of
interaction of the focal SY Y/M-T (red bird) and neighboring birds is shown by
the thickness of the black arrows. SY neighbors are shown with black birds and
ASY neighbors are shown with white birds. Music notes indicate birds who
were song tutors.
Song Matching
This SY copied the song of R/M-W (Fig. 68). Using Payne’s (1993) protocol, it
matches the song of R/M-W.
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Fig. 68: Song of Y/M-T and all neighboring birds: Circled areas indicate
portions of songs copied from specific social tutors.
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Z -9 4
This SY arrived late in the season (Fig. 69) and copied part of the song of its
most interactive neighbor (Fig. 70). This bird’s territory was south of Middle
Gully above the Main Trail.
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Fig. 69: Seasonal timeline: The observed arrival time of the focal SY Z-94 is
shown with a red bird and the observed arrival times of its ASY neighbors are
shown with white birds. The music note shows when the SY crystallized its
song. This SY never paired with a female.
In te ra ctio n s^
T/Y-M

R/G-M
Fig. 70: Interactions of SY with neighboring birds: The observed level of
interaction of the focal SY Z-94 (red bird) and neighboring birds Is shown by the
thickness of the black arrows. SY neighbors are shown with black birds and
ASY neighbors are shown with white birds. Music notes indicate birds who
were song tutors.
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Song Matching
This SY copied part of the song of Y-94 (Fig. 71-72). Using Payne’s (1993)
protocol, it did not copy the song of any neighboring bird.
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Fig. 71 : Song of Z-94 and some neighboring birds: Circled areas indicate
portions of songs copied from specific social tutors. The remainder of the
neighboring birds are found in Fig. 72 (next page).
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Fig. 72: Song of some birds neighboring Z-94. The remainder of the
neighboring birds are found in Fig. 71 (previous page).
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M

Song Learning In After Second Year Birds
G/Bk-W/M
This bird was a SY in 1993 and nested in an isolated part of South Gully. It
did not interact strongly with any neighbors. It did attract a female to its territory
but suffered extra- pair copulations from neighboring birds. In 1993 It sang a
short, simple song. In 1994 this bird arrived early in the season (Fig. 73) to a
new territory on Mount Sentinel. It fought and counter- sang with R/M (Fig. 74).
When first observed, it was in the process of learning a new song; that of R/M!
While learning the new song, G/Bk-W/M’s song was varied and incorporated
many high “S” notes (Fig. 76- 77). G/Bk-W/M eventually copied R/M's song
perfectly.
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Fig. 73: Seasonal timeline: The observed arrival time of G/Bk-W/M (ASY) is
shown with a red bird and the observed arrival times of its ASY neighbors are
shown with white birds. The music note shows when the SY crystallized its
song.
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Interactions
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G/Bk-W/M
^s-

Y/B-R/M
Fig. 74: Interactions of G/Bk-W/M (ASY) with neighboring birds: The observed
level of interaction of the focal G/Bk-W/M (red bird) and neighboring birds is
shown by the thickness of the black arrows. ASY neighbors are shown with
white birds. Music notes indicate birds who were song tutors.
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Song Matching
As an ASY this bird copied all of the song of R/M (Fig. 75). Using Payne’s
(1993) protocol, it copied the song of R/M.

^1

G/Bk-W/M May 26.1993

n

G/Bk-W/

%

Y/B-R/M
Fig. 75: Song of G/Bk-W-M and all neighboring birds: Crystallized song in
1993 and second song in 1994 with tutor and neighbors are shown. Circled
areas indicate portions of songs copied from social tutor in 1994.
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Other Interesting Information
When relearning a its new song in 1994, G/Bk-W/M sang a variable song
which included many new syllables with scrambled order (Fig. 76) and
incorporated many variable, high frequency “S" notes (Fig. 77).

A

a

Fig. 76: Song of G/Bk-W/M in 1994: Plastic song showing scrambled syilable
order.
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Fig. 77: Song of G/Bk-W/M in 1994: Plastic song showing large numbers of
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T/W-M
The vocal behavior of some birds forces us to reconsider our definition of
crystallized song. One extreme of the variety of “crystallized song” exhibited by
Lazuli Buntings is found in T/W-M. When first observed, this bird was assumed
to be an SY because its song was highly variable. The bird had a limited
repertoire of possible syllables. The syllables themselves are well formed, are
highly correlated, and consistent between songs. However, it continuously
changed the order of the syllables, often dropping some syllables entirely (Fig.
78). This brightly colored bird successfully defended a territory and attracted a
mate to its territory above the L on Mount Jumbo.
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T/W-M May 23,1994
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Fig. 78 Songs of T/W-M, an ASY, showing substitutions and deletions of
syllables.
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Appendix B: Map of Mount Jumbo
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Appendix D: Lazuli Bunting
Plumage Chart
B u n tin g P lu m a g e D e sc r ip tio n :.
Bird ID (aipha code or band code)

Distinctive plumage or subjective identification characteristics (behavior etc.):

y
Right Side
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k
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Front
Left Side
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